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Abstract. An axiomatic approach to the approximation of infinite dimensional
algebras is presented; examples illustrating the need for a rigorous treatment
of this subject. Geometric quantization is employed to construct systematically
su(N) approximations of diffeomorphism algebras which first appeared in the
theory of relativistic membranes.

1. Introduction

Over the past years several authors [1] have studied (and used) the approximation
of diffeomorphism groups by SU(N). They started from the observation made in
the context of membrane theories [2,3], that in a specific basis of su(N) the
corresponding structure constants converge to those of diffA S2 (the Lie algebra
of infinitesimal area preserving diffeomorphisms of the 2-sphere) in the limit N -> oo.
Later it was found [4-7] that the same holds for the Lie algebra of infinitesimal
(nonconstant) diffeomorphisms of the 2-torus differ2.

A naive identification of diff^ S2 and diKA T2, however, with the well known
su(+)(oo) [8] would be false. Although the three algebras (or rather certain
subalgebras) may all be approximated by su(N) in the above sense, they are pairwise
non-isomorphic. This we will show in Appendix A. Moreover, in [9] the members
of an infinite family of algebras (including diff^ T2) have been proven to be pairwise
non-isomorphic although all of them can be approximated by su(N)9 N-+CC.

This ambiguity clearly shows the need for an additional concept, and appears
to be worthwhile studying without reference to membrane theory. Interesting
questions arising from the subject are its relation to ft-»0 limits of quantum
theories on compact phase spaces and its role in the construction and classification
of infinite dimensional Lie algebras.
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In Sect. 2 of the present paper we discuss the approximation scheme using
gl(N) as an example. Starting from a particular basis one obtains (by the standard
embedding) gl +(oo) [8] for N-+CQ. Allowing for arbitrary base transformations
C(Λ° non-isomorphic infinite dimensional algebras may be obtained, if C(N} at
N = oo does not exist as a transformation between infinite dimensional vector
spaces. Several examples are given.

In an attempt to get this ambiguity under control we introduce in Sect. 3 a
rigorous concept for the approximation of algebras (/^-approximations), based on
three axioms, and formulate a weak uniqueness theorem for the limit algebras
(called quasilimits). The examples of the preceding section are used to illustrate
this concept.

In Sect. 4 we systematically construct sw(n)-approximations for algebras of
infinitesimal area preserving diffeomorphisms of compact Kahler manifolds:
Regarding the manifold as a classical phase space, a geometric quantization scheme
is applied in order to approximate the algebra of infinitesimal canonical trans-
formations by a sequence of (finite dimensional) algebras of quantum operators.
In an addendum to this section we compare our approach to techniques involving
F. A. Berezin's coherent states [29-31] that have recently been mentioned in the
context of symplectic geometry and membranes by A. S. Schwarz [32]. In this
comparison we use a global formulation due to J. H. Rawnsley et al. [33,35,36].

The calculus developed in Sect. 4 fits into the framework of Lα-approximations
and is carried out explicitly for the 2rc-dimensional torus in Sect. 5. The result
generalizes the sine-algebra which was used in [4-7] to approximate diSA T2.

In Appendix A we present the proofs of some statements contained in Sects.
1-3 concerning the non-isomorphy of certain infinite dimensional algebras.
Appendix B contains technical details of the calculations in Sect. 5, involving theta
functions.

2. Remarks on gl(N^> oo)

Here and in the following sections we will replace the real algebras u(N) and su(N)
by their complexifications gl(n\ respectively sl(ή). To fix notation and for further
reference let us give a definition of the infinite dimensional Lie algebras

and certain related algebras.
gl(co) is the Lie algebra of complex oo -dimensional matrices with finite support

(see [8]), i.e.

gl(ao):= {(βij)UeZl% e<C, all but a finite number of the atj = 0}. (2-1)

The Lie bracket is the usual matrix commutator. A basis is given by the elementary
matrices E^. The matrix Etj has 1 as the (/, j)th entry and 0 as all other entries.
Here (i, j) ranges over ZxZ. The commutator of the basis elements is

[ElV, £w] = δJtkEu - δuEkj. (2-2)

If we replace Z by N we obtain the algebra #/+(oo) by the analogous definitions.
Any bijective map N^Z induces an isomorphism of #/+(oo) with gl(co).
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(Nevertheless, we will distinguish them, because there exists no canonical iso-
morphism between them.) Due to the finite support of the matrices the trace is
well-defined and the subalgebras s/(oo), respectively s/+(oo) can be obtained by
restricting oneself to matrices A with trace A = 0.

Let

be the C-vector space generated by the basis Tm. This vector space carries different
Lie algebra structures, e.g. the family of sine-algebras [4]. They are defined as
follows: for ΛeR with A φ 0 we set

+-»> (2'3)

for A = 0 we set

[Γa, Γκ]:= [Ta, 71]°:= (m x n)Γffl+7ί. (2-4)

Here we use the notation mx~n=m/\~n=m±n2 — m2nl, where m = (m1,m2),
"w = (wι,w 2) We denote these Lie algebras by LΛ = (F, [..,.. ]Λ). Obviously, the
algebras LΛ are direct sums (of Lie algebras)

The first summand consists of multiples of the central element T(θ5θ). The second
summand we call LΛ. The Lie algebra L0 is (by some abuse of notation) also called
diff^ T2, due to its relation with the complexified Lie algebra of the area preserving
diffeomorphisms of T2. Of course, diff 'A T

2 is only the subalgebra of nonconstant
vector fields generated1 by finite linear combination of the generators 7^,(m^0).
The element Γ(θ5θ) in L0 does not correspond to a vector field, rather to a constant
function in the Poisson algebra (see Sect. 4).

Our last infinite dimensional Lie algebra shall be the algebra generated by the
elements

7lm, with /eN, m=-/, . . . ,0 , . . . ,+/ (2-5)

with the Lie bracket2

Ήm)yrmα=&}W , (2-6)
where the structure constants are given by

π 2π / fiV AV \

fffilw = i(~ 1Γ" ί dθ J dφ Yr-m'Ί^ -jf- - dm^l'm')). (2-1)

(Here Y/,w(0, φ) are the usual spherical harmonics [10].) This Lie algebra we will
call diff^S2. Again, diff^S2 is only the (complexified) subalgebra of diff^S2

generated by finite linear combinations of the vector fields corresponding to Ylm

(see [3]). In the following, it will sometimes be convenient to consider also the
trivial central extension diff^ S2 © <C 700 by an additional element y00. Again, this

1 We use the word "generated" in the sense of generated as a vector space
2 Here and in the following summation convention is assumed
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element represents the constant function in the Poisson algebra. Note that the
structure constants (2-7) will be nonvanishing only for

' and \l-ΐ\ ^l" ^l + l'- 1. (2-8)

We will need this later on.
Let us now study how to obtain the above infinite dimensional Lie algebras

by some limit process from finite dimensional Lie algebras. In this sense we call
them just "limits" of these finite dimensional algebras. In this section we do not
want to give an exact definition of a "limit," rather we want to show some interesting
observation in connection with this limit process.

Let us start with gl+(ao). Induced by a numbering of the basis of the vector
space on which gl+(ao) is operating we get an embedding of the algebra gl(N) into
0/+(oo) by considering the operations involving only the first N basis elements. This
embedding we call the standard embedding. By increasing N one obtains a chain
of subalgebras

As every element of #/+(oo) lies in some gl(N) we can call #/+(oo) a "g
limit." In fact, #/+(oo) is the "direct limit" of the standard embedding in the sense
of the language of categories.

Let us now consider an arbitrary basis [T^\a= 1,...,ΛΓ2} of gl(N) with the
corresponding structure constants fe£. Let C* be the N2 x JV2-matrix describing
the base change, i.e.

ytf _ ΓN F n — 1 ? M2 f?-9ϊ
1 a — ̂ α,ij ij' — ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' \r *)

where the Etj are the generators introduced above (of course, now i, j = 1, . . . , N).
By definition, CN is invertible, and the structure constants can be expressed in
terms of CN as follows:

ftf = CjyCj^ίίC*)- X - (α«->&). (2-10)

We consider the family of gl(N) given by the generators T*. If we assume that fc

af
has a well defined limit

/<„:= lim f$ (2-11)
N->oo

for all α, b, c and that for fixed a and b the set

{ceNJthere exists a JV such that fc$ ^0}

is finite then we can define a Lie algebra generated by elements {ΓJαelhJ} with
the bracket

[Γβ,T6] = /;.bΓc. (2-12)

Clearly, this Lie algebra might also be viewed as a gl(N), N-+OO limit.
Nevertheless the above condition does not imply that the family of base

transformations C(N) (2-9) has to define a base transformation C also in the limit.
For this we would have to additionally require that (for fixed i, j) the element E^
is only a finite(!) linear combination of the T^ and that the number of elements is
bounded independent of N9 and vice versa! Of course, if this condition is fulfilled,
the limit (2-12) will be isomorphic to gl+(ao). However, in most of the interesting
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examples this will not be the case. Hence, we take the convergence of the structure
constants (2-11) as the starting point. The resulting algebra (2-12) will then in
general not be isomorphic to #/+(oo) as we will see. Note however that the existence
of C as a transformation between vector spaces is a sufficient but not necessary
condition for the isomorphy of the resulting algebra with the gl+(oo) given by (2-2).

Now let us study specific examples of the relations (2-9)-(2-12).

Example 1. Let Λf,MeN,N odd, 1 g M < N with M and N relatively prime and
ω:=e4πiM/Λr be a prjmjtjve Nth root of unity Define the N2 x ΛΓ2-matrix3 C with

N~l N~l - - ιindices a = m = (m1,m2)9m1,m2 = -- 2~> » +~ y— »'»./ = !,...,#,

i/V

m,ij'~ A Juf

where δkJmoάN is equal to 1 if k = ImodN and 0 otherwise.
The inverse matrix can be calculated to be

! _-4πιM mι(m2/2-7 + i ) c
Vu λ;,m— xτ2 ω "mzJ-im

which yields the structure constants

nxn)δm+JίΊίmodN. (2-15)

obvious generalization of δm,nmodN to two dimensions.)
Let M,ΛΓ-> oo in such a way that M/N-^ΛeJSi. Then we obtain as "limit" the

infinite dimensional algebra LΛ. For M= 1 and N->co we get as a special case
the "limit" I0 = diff'A T2Θ<C. This example shows that the "limit" is not unique.
To see this, let A and A be two different irrational numbers with 0 < A, A < £.
We can approximate them by two sequences

-p respectively —£ with Nk = Nk.

Hence we have as the fcth element of the "sequence" the algebra gl(Nk). But it was
proven in [9] that LΛ is not isomorphic to LΛ> for A ̂  A.

Example 2. Again let N be an odd positive integer. Let us define the matrix
C = (ClmΛj)\ The range of the first index pair shall be

For the second pair it is i, j = 1,..., N. The matrix element is defined by

/ N-l , N-l \

\N-i

J V + 1 . Λ Γ + 1
(2-17)

3 To avoid cumbersome notation we drop the superscript N in the following
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where

/?/ -i- 1 / f / v -i- /V
13 //\ / ' / v ' "/' .(\τ2 \\(1-1)I2 o i o\1\N{1) = I —— / - —— '\N — I) , (Z-loj

•y loπ γ (Λί — / — 1)!

and ( 1 2 3 ) is the 3j-symbol [10]. The structure constants flϊml'm' with
\ιn1 m2 MS/

respect to the basis Tlm have been calculated in [3] (compare also [11]). They are
nonvanishing only in the range given by (2-8). Taking their limit for N ->• oo yields
the structure constants (2-7) (with the trivial extension).

Hence the algebra diff^S2Θ<C is another gl(N),N-+co limit. In Appendix A
we will prove, that όf/+(oo),diff^52 and diff^ T2 (respectively their trivial central
extensions) are pairwise non-isomorphic.

Note that what (2-13) and (2-17) have in common (despite their different
appearance) is the factor δi + .j (mod AT, in the case of (2-13)). This means that all
matrices Ga, defined by (Ca)tj = C0tij with a = m or a = (/, m) have non-zero elements
only at one (mod Λf)-diagonal. If we rewrite (2-10) as

CJ,Cc) (2-19)

with C = (C~ l)tr one can easily see that in this case (2-19) is well defined, as N -> oo.
One could take (2-19) as a starting point and guess some other structures which
could leave fc

af finite, as JV-> oo.
The simplest "new" solutions of (2-19) however, can be found by a direct product

Ansatz for C:

C.lβ2.iJ = Raιt S.2J (2-20)

yielding

flu = *c l fβ | W^iα, ~ (*"£)• I2'21)

As long as X(N) = X = SRtτ has a well defined limit in gl+(co) as Λf->oo, the
structure constants (2-21) will lead to a well defined gl(N),N-+ao limit with the
Lie bracket

[Ty, TH] = XjkTn - TkJXu i, j,k,ίeN (2-22)

which is in general not isomorphic to the usual g/+(oo).

3. Lα-Approximations

In the last section we have shown that the concept of "#/(oo)" or "sw(oo)"
becomes troublesome if one simply assumes that there is some sort of "limit" at
work: First of all, to define a limit of algebras in the strong sense one would need
a concept of "measuring the distance" between two algebras Lα and Lβ in a limit
sequence to know under which conditions this sequence converges. But this could
be too restrictive, since in practice the interest often lies in the approximation of
structure constants. Also, a "true limit" should preferably be unique (at least up
to isomorphism). But, as some of the preceding examples have shown, the
same sequence (gl(N)) can give nonisomorphic "limits." Finally, the well-known
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mathematical procedures for the "approximation of algebraic structures" like direct
or project!ve limits (see for example [12]) in pure algebra or the approximation
of C*-algebra by finite dimensional matrix subalgebras [13, Chap. 12] do not
apply in the preceding examples, because there exist no typical homomorphisms
(like for instance subalgebra relations) between the approximating 0/(Λ/>algebras
and the "limit algebra."

Therefore we are going to develop a mathematical notion of what could be
meant by an approximation of the structure constants of a given Lie algebra. This
concept which to the best of our knowledge is new, covers and generalizes the
results which have been summarized in Sect. 2. We shall first give the definitions
and theorems and then discuss some examples.

We start with a given family of real or complex Lie algebras (Lα,αe/) where
the Lie brackets in each Lα is denoted by [..,. .]α and the index set is either N or
R. In addition, we require that each Lα carries a metric da. Now let (L, [..,..]) be
another (real or complex) Lie algebra satisfying the following

Axiom 3.1. (i) There exists a surjective map pα:L-»Lα for every αe/.
(ii) For each x,yeL the following holds: If dΛ(pΛ(x),pΛ(y))-+Q for α->oo then

x = y.

We call (Lα, [..,. .]α, dα, αe/) an approximating sequence for (L, [..,..]) induced by
(/?α,αe/) and L an Lα-quasilimit if the following axiom is also valid

Axiom 3.2. For each x,yeL,

da(pΛ[x,y],[pΛx9pay]Λ)-+0 (α->oo).

A few remarks are to be made:

(a) If we set y = 0 in 3.1 (ii) and assume pax = 0 for all αe/, we get da(pax,pay) = 0,
hence x = y = 0. In particular, for xeL, x Φ 0 there exists always αe/ with pΛx Φ 0.
By this the vector space L can be considered as vector subspace of \\ Lα.

αe/
(b) The above definitions depend on the metrics dΛ chosen. However, as can be
easily checked slight deformations of the sequence of metrics (dα)αej into a new one
(^ά)αe/ in such a way that there exist positive α,i?eR such that

<*'dΛ(xΛ,ya) ^ d'Λ(xΛ9ya) ^ b-dΛ(xΛ9yΛ) Vαe/, Vxα, j;αeLα

do not change the validity of Axioms 3.1 and 3.2. In these cases for all x,yeL
(d'^p^p^y)) is a zero sequence if and only if (dΛ(pΛx,pΛy)) is a zero sequence. Hence
Axiom 3.1(ii) (and analogously Axiom 3.2) will be satisfied for (dα) if and only if
it is satisfied for (d'Λ). In most of the cases we are interested in metrics which will
come from a norm || - - ||α on Lα? i.e. rfα(xα, yΛ) =\\xa~ ya ||α.
(c) Of course, the concept of approximating sequences is by no means restricted
to Lie algebras. The Lie structure can easily be replaced by other algebraic
structures, like super algebras, associative algebras,....

It is shown in the Examples 2 and 3 below, that the same sequence of algebras
Lα could approximate non-isomorphic algebras. However, we have the following

Proposition 3.3 (weak uniqueness). Let (Lα,[..,..]α,dα,αe/) be an approximating
Sequence for the Lie algebra (L, [..,..]) induced by (pα,αe/). Furthermore, let L be
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a linear subspace of L carrying a Lie product [..,..]' and projecting onto each Lα.
Then: (L, [..,..]') is a Lie subalgebra of (L, [..,..]), i.e. [..,. .J is the restriction of
[..,..] to L if and only if the approximating sequence for L is by restriction also an
approximating sequence for L induced by the restriction of the pΛ.

Proof. Clearly, L fulfills the Axiom 3.1 as a subspace of L, respectively by
assumption. If L is a subalgebra then Axiom 3.2 is trivially valid, hence =>.
Conversely, we obtain by the triangle inequality for x,yeL,

dα(pα|>, y], P«l>, y]') ^ dΛ(pΛ[x, y], [pαx, pΛy]Λ) + dΛ(pΛ[x, yl, [PΛ PojD

Because this is a Lα-approximation for L and L', we see that on the right-hand
side we have two zero sequences for α-> oo. Hence, we have also a zero sequence
on the left-hand side. By Axiom 3.2(ii) (applying it for L) it follows [*,}>] = [*,}>]'>
hence <=.

In particular, setting L' = L we see that the Lie structure [..,..] on the
underlying vector space L of an Lα-quasilimit is unique once the linear maps
(pα,αe/) are specified.

By a standard Zorn's lemma argument, using the weak uniqueness from above
the following proposition can now be shown

Proposition 3.4. Every LΛ-quasilimit is a subalgebra of a maximal LΛ-quasilimit
(L, [..,..]).

We will not need this later on.
In many examples the approximating sequence fulfills also the following

Axiom 3.5. There exists a family of linear maps (iα:Lα->L,αe/) and α0e/ such that
for α ̂  α0,

pa°ia = idΛ and iΛ(La)^

If an approximating sequence Lα fulfills also Axiom 3.5 we call (Lα) a splitting
Lα-approximation.

Example L Let L and (Lα,αe/) be different Lie algebras with the same underlying
vector space K If we choose as pΛ and as iα the identity map and as da a
fixed metric d on V then Axioms 3.1 and 3.5 are clearly fulfilled. Axiom 3.2
reads as

d([x,)α[x,:v]β)->0 (α->oo). (3-1)

This reflects the approximation of the structure constants. To make the example
more concrete let L (and hence all Lα) be generated by Tn with neN (or eZ). By
<Γn, Tm> = <5n>m we get a scalar product on V. If we choose d(x9y):= ^/(x-y,x — yy
then (3-1) implies for the structure constants /ΪOT,/J^ defined by

LTn,Tm ]=fk

nmTk respectively [Γπ,Tm]α = /^Tfc (3-2)

convergency

lim/Lα = /L (3-3)
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Conversely, if for fixed n and m the set

{/ceN (respectively Z)|there exists a α such that /J J,

is finite then (3-3) implies (3-1).

Example 2. diϊϊ'A T2, the torus algebra. We start with the algebras LΛ introduced

in Sect. 2. Here we are especially interested in A = 0 (the torus algebra) and A = — .
We use L for L0 and LN for Lί/N. The subspace

(3-4)

is an ideal in LN. Hence we can define the factor algebra L(N)\=LN/JN with
φN:LN -»L(Λ° the canonical projection map. This Lie algebra has dimension N2. A
basis is given by the N2 elements

By definition of the factor algebra, the Lie product is given as

JίmoάN). (3-5)

If we compare (3-5) with (2-15) we see that for N odd L(N) is exactly the Lie algebra
gl(N) written in the basis as introduced in Sect. 2, Example 1.

Now we define an Lα approximation for our Lie algebra L. As index set / we
take the natural numbers. We use as Lαs the algebras L(N\ as pα the canonical map
φN and as metric on L(N) the norm induced by the standard scalar product

<φ^(Tm)9φN(TJ!)y = δmί9liί'δm29n2. (3-6)

By setting iN(φN(T^))):= T~modN we obtain a linear map L(ΛΓ)->L which obeys
φN°iN = id. Axiom 3.5 is obvious. Axioms 3.1 and 3.2 are also fulfilled as will
be shown in the following. Hence, this defines a splitting Lα-approximation.
By definition φN is surjective. For 3.1 (ii): Let x, yeL. We can write them as a finite
sum,

y=Σ sara. (3-7)
meZ2

Without restriction, we can assume the same range for the summands in the
representation of x and y. If J V > 2 max(|α|, |&|, |c |, |d |) then the φN(Tm) for the Tm

involved will be pairwise distinct. Hence they form a subset of the basis in T(N)

and we obtain

meZ2

We calculate

(3-9)
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Obviously, this expression is independent of TV, hence we get lim (φN(x), φN(y)) = 0
if and only if x = y. N~*°°
Axiom 3.2: We consider first the case x = T~ and y = T~. We calculate

BN(m9n):=[φN(T-

( N
V2πS i n~ i ί Γ* ϊ ϊ ί x7i)~(™ x7ί) )4Mτa+ϊnnodΛr) (3-10)\

For TV big enough we obtain

\BN(m,n)\\ =
N . 2π _ _ _ _
— sin—-(w x n) — (m x n)
2n TV (3-11)

and hence lim dN(BN(m,~n)) = 0. Because arbitrary x and y are finite sums of such
N-+CQ

Tm the claim is also valid in these cases.

Example 3. diff^S2. Let L be the algebra diff^52φ(C yoo introduced in Sect. 2.
Take / = N and as Lα the algebras L(N} introduced in Example 2 of Sect. 2. We have
again L(N} = gl(N) for TV odd. Let us denote the generators of this algebra by Tfm.
We use as linear map pN:L-+L(N) the map induced by the map

Γfm, if / < T V
if ^N (3-12)

on the basis. As iN:L(N)-^L we take the linear map induced by the inverse of (3-12).
As metric dN in L(N} we take the metric induced by the scalar product

<Tfm,TL<> = V<W (3-13)

Again, Axiom 3.1(i) and Axiom 3.5 are obvious. Axiom 3.1(ii) can be shown in
exactly the same way as above (replacing m by (m, /). To show Axiom 3.2 we have
to make some minor modifications. We start with x= Ylm and y= 7Γm'. Similar
to (3-10) we get for

BN(lm, l'm'):= [Tfm, T»m,]

by using the result (2-8) on the range of the indices (with m" = m 4- m')

l + l'-ί

\\(BN(lmJ'm')\\2= X (/i W-βίϊ1^)2. (3-14)
Γ = \l-Γ\

Now the range of the summation is independent of TV. Because every summand
vanishes for TV->oo [3], the same is true for (3-14). Hence, we can conclude the
argument as in Example 2.

In Examples 2 and 3 we showed (using as index set only the odd numbers) that
both diff^ Γ2 © C TΌo and diff^52θC y00 have as a Lα-quasilimit the same
sequence of gl(N). Nevertheless, as will be shown in Appendix A they are
nonisomorphic.

Example 4. gl+(co). We take as L the algebra #/+(oo) as Lα the gl(N\ considered
as subalgebras of #/+(oo) via the standard embedding, and as pα the linear maps
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induced by

otherwise.

The map pN is the projection onto gl(N). As ίa = ίN we take the obvious inverse
linear map. As dΛ = dN we take the norm induced by the scalar product

Axiom 3.1(i) and Axiom 3.5 are valid by definition. Let x and y be 2 elements of
0/+(oo). If we choose N big enough (depending on the range of the nonvanishing
coefficients of x and y with respect to the basis E^) we see that x and y are elements of

:.... (3-15)

Because we have [..,.. ]# = [• » ]|»/(N) Axiom 3.2 is now immediate. The
embedding (3-15) is an isometric embedding, i.e. dN+klgl(N) = dN for k ̂  0. Hence,

This shows Axiom 3.1(ii). Hence, the above data defines a Lα-approximation. The
base change (2-9) in gl(N) can be described as an isomorphism φN. This gives again
maps of gl+(co) to gl(N) defined as the composition

Now we choose a metric dN on the second copy of gl(N). For example, the metric
induced by (Ta9Tby = δa9b might be a standard choice with respect to the new
basis. The above axioms with respect to the maps p'N = φN°pN are also valid with
the exception of Axioms 3.1(ii). In general, the chain (3-15) will not be an isometric
embedding anymore. Hence, we cannot conclude as above that the Axiom 3.1(ii)
is necessarily valid. In fact, if we apply the above to Example 1 of Sect. 2 then

lim dN(p'N(E0(:

if we choose the metric induced by <T~, T~> = δmjί.
Of course, if we choose as metric the pullback metric (φ^Γdn on tne second

copy everythings works again.

4. Geometric Quantization and diffκM

In this section we consider compact Kahler manifolds which in the context of
geometric quantization seems to be the natural generalization of compact
two-dimensional manifolds (like S2 and Γ2) to higher dimensions. Indeed,
well-known theorems [15,16] state that every orientable two-dimensional manifold
carries a complex structure and a Hermitian structure whose real part is a
Riemannian metric g and whose imaginary part is a nondegenerate closed volume

form ω = ̂ /detgdx1 Λ dx2.
In general, any manifold carrying a nondegenerate closed 2-form ω (a symplectic

form) is the differential geometric arena for classical mechanics [17]. Such manifolds
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(M, ω) are called symplectic manifolds. Necessarily, they are orientable and even
dimensional, i.e. dim M = 2n and

(n\ 1

Ω:=(-l){2)-ωn

defines a volume form.
For the following, let (M,ω) be a symplectic manifold. By diff^M we denote

the Lie algebra of all divergence-free vector fields on M (with the usual Lie bracket
of the vector fields). In the case of dim M = 2 we use also the symbol diff^M.4 The
elements are characterized by

XediϊfyM if and only if LXΩ = Q. (4-1)

where Lx is the Lie derivative with respect to X. (In the case of surfaces Ω = ω.)
Equivalently, diffκM can be given as the set of vector fields which correspond to
the volume-preserving diffeomorphisms of M [14].

On p-forms we have [17]

Lx = ίx°d + d°ix (4-2)

(here ix is the interior product, i.e. ixα( ) = α(X,...)) and thus Lxω = dixω. To
each smooth real valued function H on M one assigns its Hamiltonian vector field
XH defined by iXίίω = dH. In certain local coordinates (q1

9 q
2,..., qn, Pι,p2> > Pn)

(which in general have nothing to do with complex coordinates) one has
ωl = Σ^ Λ dpi- In these coordinates XH can be expressed as

Obviously, Hamiltonian vector fields are divergence-free, moreover

LXίί ω = 0 for all smooth functions H on M. (4-3)

Any vector field X obeying Lxω = 0 is called locally Hamiltonian.
The Poisson bracket {/,#} of two smooth real valued functions / and g on

M is defined as

{f,g}:=df(X,). (4-4)

It establishes a Lie structure on the space of all smooth real valued functions. This
Lie algebra is called the Poisson algebra (̂M). One has the important relation

[*„ *,]=-*</.„. (4-5)

More generally, for two vector fields X, Y on M obeying Lxω = Lγω = 0 one has

(See [17] for proofs.) These relations show that the space of locally Hamiltonian
vector fields is a subalgebra of diίfFM denoted by LHamM. The space of

4 The algebras diff^ S2 and diff'A T2 which were introduced in Sect. 2 are certain subalgebras of
diίϊ^ S2, respectively diff^ T2
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Hamiltonian vector fields HamM, is an ideal of it. If dimM = 2, then diff^M is
identical to LHamM and the quotient diff^M/HamM can be identified with the
first de-Rham cohomology class H1(M9JS.) of M via X\-+ixω.

Furthermore, the map

^(M)->HamM, /(->-*/ (4-6)

is a surjective homomorphism of Lie algebras having kernel equal to the constant
functions, i.e. ̂ (M) is a central extension of HamM. In case M is compact,
which we will assume in the following, this extension is trivial as can be seen by
the Lie isomorphism (dim M = 2n)

-Xf (4-7)
M /

Note, if we use (4-4) and the identity

f df(X) Ω= - J fdivX Ω (4-8)

which is valid for arbitrary vector fields X and functions / [17, p. 153] we see
that J Ω { f , g } vanishes. For noncompact M, (4-7) in general is false as is best

illustrated by M = 1R2 and {q,p} = 1. But for compact M all these arguments show
that one can investigate the Poisson algebra (̂M) in order to study an essential
part of L Ham M ( = diff^M for dim M = 2) and simply "omit the constants at the
end."

We shall now relate the Lie algebra 0>(M ) to a geometric quantization scheme.
We assume M to be a compact Kahler manifold of arbitrary (real) dimension 2n.
First we recall some basic facts about this procedure (cf. [18, 19, 20], for details).
We write g for the Kahler metric and /eEnd(ΓM) (I2 = — 1TM) for the complex
structure on M which form together the symplectic form ω

ω(X',Y) = g(IX,Y). (4-9)

Here X and Y are vector fields on M. One then needs a complex line bundle L
over M, a sesquilinear fibre metric h in L and a covariant derivative V in L. These
data have to be compatible among themselves and with the symplectic form ω in
the following sense. For two smooth sections SA and s2 of L and two vector fields
X and y on M the following should hold:

2) + Λ(Sl, VX52) = d(/l(Sl,S2))(X), (4-10)

F(X, Y)s, := (VXVY - VYVX - V[XJ])Sl = - iω(X, Y)s, . (4-11)

F is the curvature 2-form of the covariant derivative and (4-11) is called the
pre-quantum condition.

For every smooth real (or complex) valued function / on M the following
prequantum operator Pf acting on the complex vector space Γ(M, L) of all smooth
sections of L is formed

f/:=-Vx / + i/ l. (4-12)

This defines a map

P:0>(M)-+Op(Γ(M,L)),
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The prequantum condition (4-11) guarantees that P is an injective Lie algebra
homomorphism

Defining a scalar product <.. | ..> in Γ(M,L) by

we see by using (4-3), (4-8) and condition (4-10) that Pf becomes an antihermitian
operator in Γ(M9L) for real valued /. Our unphysical convention to- have the Pf

antihermitian rather than hermitian is more advantageous for the formulation of
(4-13) where else one would have a factor of i. The prequantum Hubert space Jf
is then defined to be the completion of Γ(M,L) with respect to <..|..>. Note that
the prequantum condition (4-11) strongly restricts the possible symplectic forms
on M: Since for each complex line bundle over any manifold the Chern form

c:= — F is integral [21, p. 99] (i.e. gives integers when integrated over any closed
2π

2-surface in M) ω must be a "2π x integral" form.
A second step in a geometric quantization scheme is the choice of a polarization.

I.e. one would like to have only those wave functions in the prequantum Hubert
space jf that depend on "only one (certain) half of the phase space variables." For
Kahler manifolds there is a canonical concept. L should be a holomorphic line
bundle. One then has for each fibre metric h in L a unique covariant derivative V
in L which is compatible with h in the sense of (4-10) and obeys the following
additional condition: for each holomorphic section s of L and each complex vector
field X on M of type (0, 1) [21, p. 78]

Vxs = 0. (4-15)

In other words, holomorphic sections become covariantly constant in antiholo-
morphic directions. In a local holomorphic chart (z *,..., z") this means the
following: if the holomorphic section s is represented by a holomorphic function
£ and the fibre metric h by a positive smooth real function ϋ, then V can be expressed
in the following way [21, p. 78]

VsA = dS + ds + d log h's. (4-16)

The above log h is often denoted as (local) Kahler potential. Starting with a Kahler
form ω which is a 2π x integral form there exists always a holomorphic line bundle
with connection V and metric h such that (4-10), (4-11) and (4-15) are fulfilled.

The quantum Hubert space is then defined to be the subspace Γhoί(M, L) of all
holomorphic sections in 2tf. For compact manifolds it is always finite dimensional
[21, p. 147]. Hence, Γhol(M, L) is a closed subspace and it follows that the orthogonal
projection

is a bounded Hermitian operator. In order to define quantum observables or
quantum operators Qf acting on 7"hol(M,L) one simply takes "the holomorphic
part" of the prequantum operators Pf

Qf:=p°Pf°p. (4-17)
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Qf clearly is an antihermitian operator for real valued smooth functions / but in
general

To get an explicit expression for Qf one can choose any orthonormal basis
\Sl >,..., Is,) (rf = dimΓhol(M,L)) of Γhol(M,L) and set

β/== Σ \sβ><sβ\Pf\sb><Sl>\. (4-19)

Hence it suffices to compute the matrix elements (sa\Pf\sby of Pf. p is sometimes
called "generalized Bergman kernel" [19]. To calculate the matrix elements the
following result by Tuynman [20] is quite useful. We shall give a coordinate free
proof.

Proposition 4.1. (Tuynman) Let (M, ω) be a compact Kάhler manifold, L a holomorphic
prequantum line bundle over M, h a fibre metric in L, V the associated compatible
connection in L and s1 and s2 two holomorphic sections of L then the following
equation holds:

<s1|P/|s2> = i<51 |/-i4/|52>. (4-20)

Proof. Because Pf = ifΊ — VXf it suffices to compute the term containing the
covariant derivative. Let / be the complex structure of M. For any vector field X
on M $[X + UX) is the holomorphic respectively antiholomorphic part of X. Hence
(with condition (4-15))

V l / 2 ( X + i/X)52 = 0.

It follows that V/xs2 = iVxs2. Furthermore, from Eq. (4-9) we get for the
Hamiltonian vector field Xf = -I grad/. It follows that

h(sl9VXfs2) = -h(sί9 V/grad/s2) = -ih(sl9 Vgrad/s2) (4-21)

and from (4-10)

d(h(sl9s2))(Xf) - h(sl9VXfs2) = h(VXfsl9s2) = + i/i(Vgrad/s l9 s2). (4-22)

Subtracting (4-22) from (4-21) we get

h(s^Xfs2) = ~d(h(Sl,s2))(Xf) -

Integrating this identity over M and using (4-8) we see with divJί/ = 0 and
div grad / = Δf that

Here the laplacian has to be calculated with respect to g.

As explained in [18] one should add a "half-form correction" to the above
quantization scheme to obtain the correct physical values. Because this correction
would not change anything essential in the following we decided to ignore it
here.
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In order to achieve an Lα-apρroximation for HamM we would like to have
the afore-mentioned geometric quantization scheme dependent on a parameter α.
This can be done by fixing a holomorphic line bundle L, a fibre metric h and a
covariant derivative V which fulfills the compatibility by Eqs. (4-10), (4-11) and
(4-15) and then considering arbitrary m-fold tensor powers of L

Lm:=L®m:=L® ®L (m factors). (4-23)

For the holomorphic line bundle Lm one can now construct a canonical fibre
metric h(m} with compatible covariant derivative V(m) by

h(m} :=h®-'®h m factors. (4-24)

V<m>:= JΓ l® ®(V)fc® ®l, (4-25)
fc=l

where in the feth summand the V is at the kth position. If L is given by transition
functions cστ with respect to a trivializing covering, then Lm can be given by the
transition functions (cστ)

m and the same trivialization. In this trivialization one has

(4-27)

The role of the exponent m becomes clear when we check the prequantum condition
(4- 11) for the bundles Lw

F(m\X, Y) = mF(X, Y)=- imω(X9 Y). (4-28)

Now, mω is also a symplectic form on M being clearly 2π x integral, and one can
compare the formulae for Hamiltonian vector fields and Poisson brackets

χγ> = -Xf9 fe0>(M), (4-29)

{/,0}(m) = ̂ {/,0}, f,geP(M). (4-30)

If we now took the usual prequantum operators

we would have

and — can be interpreted as h. But since we are looking for a representation of

) p(m)η _ p(m) p(m)
*rg \— M/,fif}(»») - M/,»}

), i.e. the Poisson algebra w.r.t. ω and not w.r.t. mω we have to rescale the
prequantum operators as follows

Pf > : = mPym) - - VJJ> + ίmf 1 (4-32)

which yields

[P ,̂P ]̂ = P }̂. (4-33)
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If we denote by 3P(m} (respectively Γhol(M, L(m)), respectively p(m)) the Hubert space
generated by all smooth sections of Lm (where we choose the volume form on M
to be equal to Ω and not m"Ω) (respectively the subspace of the global holomorphic
sections of Lm, respectively the orthogonal projection on this subspace) we can
form the (rescaled) quantum operators in Γhol(M, L(m))

giro). = p(m) 0 p(m) 0 p(m) (4.34)

Now we set

Lm:= {antihermitian linear operators in Γhol(M,L(m))}, (4-35)

Lm9 f^Qf\ (4-36)

rfm:LmxLm->R, (A, B)^rm-^Tr (A - B)+ -(A - B\ (4-37)

where the rm are positive real numbers. We formulate the following

Conjecture. Let (M, ω) be a compact Kάhler manifold with symplectic form ω. Then
there is a ω-compatible complex structure I in M, with respect to which M is also
a Kάhler manifold, a holomorphic prequantum line bundle L compatible with /, a
fibre metric h with compatible coυarίant derivative V and a sequence of positive real
numbers rm, weN such that the Poisson algebra £P(M) admits a (Lw, dm) approximation
induced by pm. Here Lm,pm and dm are defined as in (4-35)-(4-37).

If one thinks of m as l/h this concept can be interpreted as ft->0 limit. Note
that we leave the complex structure to be adjustable because the main interest lies
in the symplectic structure of M.

For technical reasons which will become clear in the forthcoming example it
is more convenient to work with

the complexifϊcation of the Poisson algebra. Since for each

we clearly have Pf = Pfl + iP/2 and thus Qf = Qfί -f iβ/2 the above conjecture can
be extended to ^C(M) being a (Lc

m, dm) approximation (quasilimit) induced by pc

m.
Here Um is the complexification of Lm which is isomorphic to gl(n,(C) (n depending
on m) and pc

m is the complexification of pm.
The above conjecture can be related to work of F. A. Berezin concerning the

concept of quantization [29-31]5. In the following addendum we will therefore
give an overview of his techniques in the more general formulation due to
J. H. Rawnsley et al. [33, 35, 36].

Addendum on Berezin's Coherent States. An interesting approach to quantization
where ft->0 limits can be dealt with is a sort of ^-product quantization based on
F. A. Berezin's coherent states. This concept was invented and outlined in general
terms by F. A. Berezin in [29] and applied mainly to symmetric bounded domains

5 Note that refering to Berezin's work A. S. Schwarz [32] also points out a connection between
the quantization of symplectic manifolds and 'w(n)-limits'
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in [30]. The basic idea is to relate the classical phase space to a quantum Hubert
space by an overcomplete system of states in that Hubert space (the so-called
system of coherent states) which is parametrized by the phase space6. Taking
expectation values of a bounded operator with respect to the coherent states leads
to a complex function on phase space and the associative noncommutative product
of operators can thus be transferred to a subspace of classical observables where
it becomes a *-product. In the case of Kahler manifolds F. A. Berezin was able to
introduce a parameter h in order to get a family of Hubert spaces and coherent
states parametrized by h such that the *-product of two functions is the ordinary
(pointwise) product up to O(h) and the *-commutator times 1/h is the Poisson
bracket up to 0(h) which reflects the correspondence principle of quantum
theory.

What makes it a little difficult to compare Berezin's approach to the method
of geometric quantization is the fact that he always works in one holomorphic
chart and constructs everything in local terms. For such Kahler manifolds having
global holomorphic charts like C" or bounded (symmetric) domains this is perfectly
suitable. For more general Kahler manifolds (like higher genus compact Riemann
surfaces) he does not give a general recipe how to obtain the correct Hubert spaces.
In some examples he uses the following method: He removes a divisor7 D from
the manifold M and considers as Hubert space the space of holomorphic functions
on the open dense subset M\D which are integrable with respect to some h
depending metric. In this context he mentions some global features related to
compact Kahler manifolds, like the fact that the space of such admissible functions
is finite dimensional and that h is quantized (i.e. h takes only a discrete set {hn\ neZ}
of values of 1R+ and lim hn = 0). From the global viewpoint of geometric quantiza-

n-»oo

tion the above space of functions can be related to the space of holomorphic
sections of a suitable (h depending) line bundle. The quantized nature of h can be
interpreted as the fact that one uses tensor powers of just one fixed line
bundle.

Of course, Berezin's procedure of removing a divisor D is not unique. As we
want to avoid the examination under which conditions the derived objects are
invariant under different choices of D, we prefer to sketch Berezin's idea in a global
formulation due to J. H. Rawnsley et al. (cf. [33, 35, 36]). We use the same notation
as in Sect. 4. Let L be a holomorphic prequantum line bundle (with hermitian
metric /ι), which we assume to be very ample8, M the compact Kahler manifold
and χ:L->M the bundle projection. Let L0 be L minus the image of the zero
section. Now for each qeL0 the "evaluation" of a holomorphic section s

(4-38)

defines a linear form st-»g(s) on Γhol(M,L), and hence by Riesz's theorem9 one and
only one holomorphic section eqeΓhol(M,L) such that

(eq\sy = q(s). (4-39)

6 See [34] for group theoretical and physical applications.
7 For the definition see [22]
8 For the definition see [22], e.g. L has enough sections to separate points of M.
9 This also works if Γhol(M,L) is infinite-dimensional, i.e. M is non-compact cf. [29, 33]
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Using a orthonormal base (sα) of Γhol(M, L) one has an equivalent formula

where the denotes complex conjugation.
This shows that the map

L0^Γhol(M,L), q^eq (4-41)

is smooth. Also note the following transformation property of eq under C*,

eeq = c-*eq, VceC*. (4-42)

The bundle L being very ample, there is no point in M where all holomorphic
sections simultaneously vanish. Hence all the eq are different from zero. Because
of (4.42) the following operators in Γhol(M,L) depend on the points χ(<?)eM only

eq><eq\ ._>«><*«'!

where the second operator is defined only on some open neighbourhood of the
diagonal in M x M. Furthermore, for two holomorphic sections, s^ and s2 one has

2eq \ s2 > \q \

with \q\2:= h(χ(q))(q, q). If one integrates this over M and notes that the function

ε(χ(q))' =\q\2<eq\eqy (4-44)

is well-defined on M because of (4-42) one gets the "over completeness property"

(4-45)

The sections eq are called coherent vectors. Note that in contrast to Berezin's local
theory the coherent vectors are parametrized by L0 and not by M. The associated
elements <eg> in P(/"hol(M,L)) are called coherent states. They and the coherent
projectors Px depend on M only.

In [33] and [36] J. H Rawnsley et al. showed that there are many situations
where the function ε(4-44) is constant. This is for example the case if M is a
homogeneous Kahler manifold and L is a homogeneous bundle. It is also true if
M is embedded into some projective space PN and the symplectic structure on M
is equivalent to the pullback of the symplectic structure of IPN. In these cases one
gets by setting s^ = SΛ = s2 in (4-45) and summing over α the formula

volM

Now Berezin's covariant symbol [29] σ(B) of a (bounded) linear operator B in the
Hubert space /\01(M, L) is a well-defined smooth complex-valued function on M.
Let xeM and take any qeχ~1(x)r^L0 then it is defined by

σ(B)(x):= Tr BPX = ̂ Jη^ (4.47)

It can be shown that in our situation the map B\-^σ(B) is injective (see [29, p. 1122,
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Remark 1] for the local case and [36] for the case of compact Kahler manifolds).
Hence on the space of covariant symbols a star product can be introduced

σ(B)*σ(C):=σ(BC), (4-48)

where B and C are (bounded) linear operators in Γhol(M,L). This product is
associative. If one writes out (4-48) with the help of the projectors Px one will
need the "two point covariant symbols" (which again are only defined in a
neighbourhood of the diagonal)

σ(B)(χ(q\ χ(<?')):= <e/B^ (4-49)
<<Vlββ>

(compare [29, p. 1118, Eq. 2.6]). It is shown in [36] that in case ε = const and M
is compact one has the relation

σ(Qf) = if (4-50)

for the symbols of the quantum operators (4-17) related to the so-called quantizable
functions / on M, i.e. those functions for which the associated Hamiltonian vector
fields preserve the Kahler polarization or equivalently for which the (l,0)-part of
the Hamiltonian vector fields are holomorphic. In this way contact is made to
geometric quantization.

In order to bring in an h dependence of the concept, Berezin considers the
Hubert space Fh of those holomorphic functions on a holomorphic chart which

1
are square integrable with respect to a fibre metric exp I — - Φ(z) ), where Φ is

some fixed Kahler potential and heE<=R+ with Oe closure of E (see [29]). All the
concepts discussed above will depend on h. In particular, one gets a space Ah of
covariant symbols for each value of h and a *-product also depending on h. Under
some technical assumptions, Berezin is able to prove a correspondence principle
in the following form: Let / be a function on E x (Cw which is given in the form

with suitable smooth functions /(O,.), /\ and /2 such that the map zt-+f(h\z) is in
Ah for every h. Let g be another such function. Then for ft-»0,

(f*g)(h\z)-+f(Q\z)'g(0\z\

(4-51)

(cf. [29, Eqs. (2.38) and (2.39)]).
In [36] the situation is analysed for compact Kahler manifolds: Here for

each tensor power m of the complex holomorphic line bundle L chosen at the
begining one has coherent states (eq), qe(L®m)Q and a finite-dimensional space Alfm

of covariant symbols on M. This sequence of spaces (A1/m) is shown to be nested,
i.e. A1/m=>A1/m, for m^.m' if ε is constant. On the union of all the A1/m a star
product * is defined with similar asymptotic properties as above (see [36] for
details).

An important relationship to the Lα quasilimits described in Sect. 4 is the
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following: In the next section we shall calculate in detail that

r* <»-«» (4-52)

for the 2n-torus which will establish the validity of Axiom 3.1(ii). The calculation
of the above trace can be alternatively be done using coherent states: (P °̂ is the
prequantum operator (4-32))

1 1

mn m2

1 1

1 / / 1 \ / 1 \
= Tm 2Σ( ί flW ί Ω(x')lf(x)-—Δxf(x) \lg(x') Δx.g(x') \

~ h^(x)(sβ(X), s.(x))Λ<">(x')(s.(x'), sβ(x'))\

Using the equation preceding (4-44) one has for geχ~1(x)n(L®m)0 and
-

(m) \ / ̂ (m> I ί?(m) \
= r(m)(χ}r(m)(x'} q q' q' q

»£ (X)£ (

For the 2n — torus being homogeneous, ε(m) is a constant function and equals
mn/vo\(T2n). The remaining factor in (4-53) (which depends on M only) equals up

to an m independent rescaling to Berezin's kernel function GΛ9h = — (cf. [29, p. 1 1 19,

p. 1 128]). For Gh he derives Gh -> δ(x, x') for ft ->0 [29, p. 1 131, Theorem 2.4]. Hence
one gets in the limit (4-52).

The main difference between our approach of Lα-quasilimits and the Berezin-

Rawnsley procedure (besides our different goals) is that at each value of ft = — we
m

quantize all smooth functions on M and not only the corresponding covariant
symbols (which form a finite-dimensional vector space). Furthermore, the notion

of ft -> 0 ί respectively m = --+co I limit in the correspondence principle of Berezin

is that of pointwise convergence of the symbol functions as ft goes to zero (compare
the proof of Theorem 2.2 in [29, p. 1128]). In contrast to that we use the norm
convergence for the quantum operators: Let (Bm) be a sequence of operators.
(An example which occurs in our situation is Bm = ([Q(™\Qf}] - Q$]g}) for two
smooth complex valued functions / and g on M.) Then Bm -> 0 for m -> oo means
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that

m-+0 (m->oo). (4-54)

Using coherent states 4"° this can be written as

τ R+ R — _ ( m ) + (m)N

—

•m»+2iA"v"'" v ; <4m)l4m)>

^ \ q \ m ml q /

= f f Ω(x)ε(m\x)Ω(x')ε(m)(x')
M M

m"<4m)l4m)><4 fr ι )l4")> m m

Hence, up to multiplication with Berezin's kernel function (which will give a δ(x, x')
in the limit m -> oo in some important cases anyway) this is a L2-convergence which
is in general different from pointwise convergence.

5. Complex Tori (an Example)

Every 2rc-dimensional real torus T2n ̂  U(l) x x 17(1) (2n factors) carries symplectic
forms ω which are invariant under T2n translations. All these forms can be
expressed by

2n

klπβkldxkAdx\ (5-1)

where the dxk are (globally defined) constant 1 -forms along the U(l) factors and
β = (βki) is anY skewsymmetric nonsingular real matrix. To introduce a complex
structure one alternatively describes Γ2" as

T2n=V/Λ, π:K-+Γ2π, (5-2)

where V is a n-dimensional complex vector space, A a lattice

Λ = (λl9λ29...,λ2nyZ9 λ^V (5-3)

with the λt linearly independent over 1R and π the quotient map. The map π carries
the complex structure of V to T2n. In order to have prequantum holomorphic line
bundles over T2n the form ω has to be a 2π x integral 2-form. This is equivalent
to demand that β is an integral matrix, see [22, 16] if we choose as basis
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xί9 x2, . . • , *2n of V (over 1R) the dual basis of the lattice basis given by

Idxi = δij9 i,j=l,...,2n. (5-4)
*-j

Furthermore, one can choose the basis λί9 . . . , λ2n, of the lattice in such a way that
the matrix β can be given as

D o) £ = diag(^2, ..,<U (5-5)

where the dt are integers, such that d{ divides di+1. If all the d{ are equal to 1 the
torus T2n is said to have principal polarization. By choosing the elements
ek = (dk) ~

1λk as a complex basis of the vector space V the lattice can be given as

1=1
(5-6)

The n x n complex matrix Z = (Zkl) is called the period matrix.
Obviously, all tori are Kahler manifolds. In the following, we take as symplectic

forms (5-1) only those forms which are Kahler forms. Hence, they are positive (1,1)
forms with respect to the complex structure of V. In this case the period matrix
Z is a complex, symmetric matrix with positive definite imaginary part [22, p. 305].
Conversely, any such matrix Z and integers dl9d2,...,dn lead to those complex
tori we are interested in. These tori can even be embedded into projective space
(use Kodaira's embedding theorem), hence they are abelian varieties.

In order to perform the Lm -approximation scheme introduced in the preceding
section it is advantageous to pull everything back to the complex vector space V.
So, if we are given a holomorphic line bundle L over T2n we get the pull-back
bundle L = π*L over V, where

L={(vJ)EVxL\π(v) = μ(l)}

(μ denoting the bundle projection L-> T2n). Because every line bundle over V = C"
is trivial we have a bundle isomorphism Φ:L->FxC. If we define Φv by
φ(v9 1) = (υ, Φv(l)) then Φv is an isomorphism of the fibre of L over π(υ) to <C. Since
π(υ + λ) = π(υ) we see that Φv+λ is another such isomorphism. It follows that

eλ(υ):=Φ0 + λ Φ^ (5-7)

is an isomorphism <C-*(C, hence a nonzero complex number. The eλ considered
as functions on V are nowhere vanishing holomorphic functions. The collection
{eλ,λeΛ} is called a system of multipliers for the bundle L [22, p. 308]. The
multipliers obey the following conditions:

eλ,(v + λ) eλ(v) = eλ+λ,(v) = eλ(v + λ') eλ,(v), λ,λ'εΛ, vεV. (5-8)

Equivalently, such a system of multipliers defines a complex line bundle.
In the same sense all structures we need can be pulled back to V. They give

functions with certain transformation properties under the action of A. We have
the following prescriptions:

(a) complex valued functions / on T2n correspond to /1-invariant functions / on V

λεΛ. (5-9)
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(b) (holomorphic) sections s of L correspond to (holomorphic) functions s on V
with the transformation property

(v\ λeΛ. (5-10)

(c) Fibre metrics h in L correspond to positive real functions h on V with

This is necessary for s^-s2'h to be a /1-invariant function.
(d) m-fold tensor powers of L are constructed with the mth powers of the
multiplicators eλ and the metric is the mth power of the fibre metric h.
(e) Integration over the torus T2n corresponds to integration over the full unit cell
spanned by the lattice vectors λl9λ2,...,λ2n with respect to the volume

Ω=(2π)"(d1 d2 dn)dx1 Λ dx2 Λ ••• Λ dx2n, (5-12)

where the xk are the real coordinates (5-4).
In the following we consider only principal polarization. Starting with a

symplectic form ω coming from a Kahler structure we choose another complex
structure compatible with ω which has as period matrix a diagonal purely imaginary
one

Z = i diag(τ1,τ2,...,τn), τ f c>0, l^k^n. (5-13)

As a system of multiplier we choose

*A» = 1> eλn+k(v) = exp(πτk - 2πiυk), l^k^n. (5-14)

By (5-8), this fixes eλ for all lattice vectors λ. In (5-14) are the vk the feth coordinate
of υ with respect to the basis eί9e2,...9 en. We set υk = xk + iyk. Because we have
principal polarization this is not in conflict with the above use of x1,...,xn. The
other x coordinates are related to the imaginary part yk by yk = τkxn+k.

Let L be the holomorphic line bundle defined by these multipliers. It is known
[22, p. 320] that the space Fhol(T2n,L) is 1-dimensional and is generated by the
Riemann Θ -function

Θ(v)= £ exp(πi/ tr Z / + 2πi/tr ι;). (5-15)
/eZ"

As a fibre metric h we can take [22, p. 310]

/;(„)= Π e x p f - — y2} (5-16)
fc=ι \ τk )

and obtain the curvature

F = - 2πi £ dxk Λ —dyk. (5-17)

It fulfills the prequantum condition (4-11) because the symplectic form ω is given by

ω = 2π y dxkΛ— dyk. (5-18)
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From this the Kahler metric and the Laplacian Δ are easily computed

» 1
g = 2π 2^ — (d*k ® dxk + dyk ® dyk\ (5- 1 9)

Arbitrary tensor powers Lm of L are constructed as mentioned before by the mth

powers of the multipliers (5-15). They have a fibre metric h(m} equal to the mth

power of (5-16). The vector space Fhol(Γ2π,L(m)) is now mπ-dimensional and can
be generated by certain theta functions with characteristics [23, p. 124]10

/β(i7)< ">= V e x p i π m / + ~ Z ( / + - 2 π i w / + - ι; (5-21)
/6z" V V mJ V m/ \ m/ )

with 0 = (fl l 9 α2, . . . , αn)
tr, ^eZ with 0 ̂  αt < m for 1 g / ̂  n.

The following proposition (which no doubt is known) shows that the cor-
responding sections /^m) of Lm are up to a global factor orthonormal.

Proposition 5.1. In the above notations we have

<W (5-22)

The proof consists mainly of calculations which will be done in Appendix B.
As a consequence, the following holomorphic sections are orthonormal

~Π/2

Next, we calculate the matrix elements (4-21) for the rescaled prequantum operators
P(™} of the Fourier modes

/ n i \
Fr(t;) = exp 2πi £ (rkxk + — rk+nyk) , (5-24)

\ k=ι τk j

where r = (r1,..., r2n) is a 2n-tupel of integers.

Theorem 5.1. In the above notation we have

;)(™)

(5-25)

See also the use of theta functions in [27]
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where S and T denote the m x m matrices

/o i o ... o\
o o i ... o

S =
0 0 0 •.. 1
1 0 0 ... 0

. (5-26)

Again the proof of this and a more general formula for the matrix elements of
arbitrary functions can be found in Appendix B. Using this formula, we can compare
the Poisson bracket and the matrix commutators. The poisson bracket of Fr and
Fs is easily calculated to be

{Fr, Fs} = - 2π X (rksk+n - rk+nsk)Fr+s. (5-27)
fc=l

We define the matrix

and use the abbreviations

Φ.W = f l + ί Σ τ J ι ί + ^ ) H Π e x p { - a ' ί + : S i ) )^s= 1

The proof of the following proposition can be found in Appendix B.

Proposition 5.2. The rescaled operators

—-
2πφm(r)

(5-30)

obey the commutation relations of the well-known sine algebra (2-3) with parameter
A = (2m)'1 (more precisely, the tensor product ofn copies of it), i.e.

,
ZnΛ

where

x s))T^ (5-31)

rxs:= X (rksk+n-rk+nsk). (5-32)
fc=l

We are now able to formulate the main result of this section, namely that
0>(T2n) is in fact a w(m")~approximation in the sense made clear in Sect. 3. Again,
the proof can be found in Appendix B.

As we explained in Sect. 4 LHam T2" consists of the noncentral part of 0>(T2n)
and a (vector space) complement generated by 2n additional vector fields. Moreover,
if n = 1 LHom T2 equals diSA T

2.

Theorem 5.2. We assume the above notation. We put the following norm on all
complex mn x mn matrices

(5-33)
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Furthermore let

pm.&(T2n)-*u(mn\ f^pmf:=«Θ^\P^\&^y), (5-34)

Then we have (f,ge0>(T2n))

(i) pm is surjective.

(ϋ)

Km ||pm/L = — - f Ωf* f. (5-35)

In particular, lim \\pmf\\m = 0 implies f = Q.
m-»oo

ίiii)
IIPm{/,0}-[Pm/,Pmgf]JL^O (m ->«>). (5-36)

/n other words, by setting

dm.u(mn)xu(mn)^, (A,B)»\\A-B\\m

the sequence (u(mn\ [..,.. ]m,dm,weN) is an approximating sequence for
(0>(T2n\{.. , . .}) ΐrnfccβί fey ίte pm.

1. Note that assertion (ii) of Theorem 5.2 implies that the sesquilinear form on

+ Q™ (5-37)

converges for m -> oo to the classical scalar product

+ 3 (5-38)

on the phase space.
2. If we had defined the quantum operators β^m) to be equal to

'> (5-39)

(following a proposal of Tuynman [20]) the factors φm(r) (5-29) would have been
equal to 1 thus giving us the "pure" sine algebra in (5-31) up to a factor
of(-2π).

3. Note that for those functions / φ 0 on the torus for which

(5-40)

holds it is in general not true that Tr Q/m) = 0. For instance the Fourier modes Fr

with reZ2n have a Q(™} proportional to the identity matrix giving nonzero trace,
see (5-25). On the other hand \FrΩ= 0 because Fr is for r φ 0 orthogonal to the
constant functions. In order to achieve a sw(w")-approximation of Ham T2n

(g diffV T2n) one has to make all quantum operators traceless

0<m): = ρ(m) _ _1_ Tr £(m) (5.4^
*•" J *•'J wfi
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Since for m large enough Q($ is equal to β^) (for fixed r) the reasoning of the
above theorem can be carried through (see Appendix B for some more details).

Appendix A

In this appendix we prove that the algebras 0/+(oo) (2-2), diff^ S2 (2-6) and diff^ T2

(2-4) are pairwise nonisomorphic. In the proofs below we can always replace gl+ (oo)
by its subalgebra s/+(oo) without changing the argument. The same is true if we
replace diff 'A T

2, respectively diff 'A S
2 by its trivial central extension diff A T2 0 C,

respectively diff A S2 © C.

Proposition A.I. gl+(co) is not isomorphic to diff^S2.

Proof. Assume the existence of a Lie algebra isomorphism

Φ:{yίm}-{£υ}. (A-l)

Let Φlm denote Φ(Ylm). To reach a contradiction it suffices to look at the relation
(coming from diff^S2)

(A-2)

(A-3)

Because all Φlm are finite linear combinations of the Etj Φ10 and Φ1 X will be zero
outside some upper left block of size JxJ. Now (aίj):= LΦιo,Ekl] will have
vanishing entries if both indices ί and j are bigger than J. Hence, this will also
be true for Φlm (for m ̂  0 use (A-2), for m = 0 use (A-3)). Hence Φ cannot be
surjective.

Proposition A.2. gl+(ao) is not isomorphic to diff^ T2.

Proof. Assume the existence of a Lie algebra isomorphism

0:{Eij}-+{Tm}. (A-4)

For

(A-5)

we define m^ as the highest double index occurring in this finite sum using
lexicographical order, i.e.

m>~noml>nί or (m1 = n± and w2 > n2).

Due to the relations in diff^ T2, the highest index of a Lie bracket is the sum of
the highest indices of the factors if the indices are not proportional to each other.
Proportionality we denote by mocTΓ. It is equivalent to mln2 — m2nί = 0. Obviously,
it is an equivalence relation. Using

[E12,Ey]=0, if iΦΊ and j*l, (A-6)
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it follows that
w12 oc w^ , if i Φ 2 and j Φ 1. (A-7)

In just the same way it follows from

[E34,E0.]=0, [E56,Ey]=0, (A-8)

which holds for i φ 4 and j φ 3, (respectively i Φ 6 and j Φ 5) that

w0 ocw34, mijocm56 (A-9)

with the same restriction for i and 7.
Every index pair fulfills at least one of this 3 conditions. Because m12 oc w34oc w56

all mί7 are therefore proportional to each other.
Choose m φ w0 and consider

Let ckι be a nonvanishing coefficient in this finite sum. We choose indices r and p
in such a way that rΦl.pΦk and r ̂  p and cpfe = 0. Using the commutator relations
of the Etj we calculate

LίT^ΦlplΦrk-]=-cklΦpr. (A-ll)
We get

This implies m oc m0 , which is in contradiction with the assumption.

Proposition A.3. diff 'A S
2 is not isomorphic to diff 'A T

2.

Proof. Assume the existence of a Lie algebra isomorphism

Φ:{ylm}-{TR}. (A-13)

Using that for the structure constants of diff^ S2 (2-6)

0ί«"Wθ onlyif m" = m + m', |ί- ΐ\ ^ I" ^ 1 + ΐ- 1 (A- 14)

we see that the adjoint action of Yu given by ad YH'.= [Yn,. ] is locally nilpotent
(i.e. for each finite linear combination A of 7ίm's there exists an integer n such that
(ad Yu)"(A) = 0). Clearly, Φιι = Φ(Yu) has to share this property. Now (using the
notation introduced above) choose mφmΐl. Using the additivity of the highest
index (if not proportional) we see that

for all neN. (A- 15)

This contradiction completes the proof.

Note however, that the above does not show that there is no embedding of
diff A S2 or diff A T2 in the following algebras:

gl(cc) = {(fl0.)i,;6zlthere is an r such that atj = 0 if | ΐ - ;| > r},

gl+ (oo) = {(%•); ; 7 6jN|there is an r such that a{j = 0 if |i — j\ > r}.

In this context it is interesting to note that Floratos [24] A 1 was able to show that

1 1 Please note also several other contribution to the subject by this author [25-28]
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LΛ for A 7^ 0 can be embedded into gl(co). The question whether this is true also
for L0 = diff^ T2 remains still open.

Appendix B

In this appendix we supply the proofs of some claims in Sect. 5. We start with

Proof of Proposition 5.1. (Orthogonality of the theta functions with characteristics.)
Since the volume ω", the fibre metric h(m} and each section /^m) factorizes in n terms
each depending on the coordinates of a 2-torus only one gets

(the /Jj1' denote the obvious factors in (5-20)). We calculate a 2-torus integral:
(using α = ak, b = bk, τ = τk, x = xk, y = yk)

•exp ( - 2πmy( I + k + — ) ) exp ( 2πimx( k - 1 + — ) ). (B-l)
V V m JJ \ \ m JJ

The x integral gives a factor <5o,m(*-f)+ί>-<> which is equal to δltkδa<b because b— a
is divisible by m if and only if b = a. It follows that (B-l) is equal to

a\\2\ . 2π « , / 2πm
+ m ) ) H' 6T j Λexp(~Γί

m/y / τ -GO \ τ

2π

The multidimensional result is the product of n such terms.

In order to prove Theorem 5.1 we shall first give a general formula to calculate
quantum operators for an arbitrary function / on the torus.

Lemma B.l. In the notation of Sect. 5 we have

(2m)n/2

:„ ί dyi ί
τ^.τ^-r

ί f I f
'Π exp -πm -h
* = ι \ \ τ t \

lL + t,iy + af4 + !.ri!τΛ m / V w
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(2π)«

0 τ l ' " ΐ n

Π

m m m
A

m

. (2m)M/2 _
• ιm = >

\/τι '"τk l^2

k=l

Making the substitution j;fc:= j;fe + τk/
of / and A we get

and /:= lk — lk and using the Λ-invariance

. Σ ί

Π eχp ~πmr m
V 2

< m

m

Now the sum over /' plus the ^-integration give j -integrals from — oo to oo
and the lemma is proved.

Proof of Theorem 5.1. If we use as / in the preceding lemma the Fourier mode

/ « / 1 \\
exp 2πi X I rkxk + — rk+nyk ,

\ fc=ι \ τk JJ

then the operator ( 1 Δ \ produces the factorV 2m

(see (5-20)). The x-integration can be performed yielding factors of
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Hence there remain terms in the / summation (i.e. just one term) if and only if

m\(bk ~ ak + rk) for all k. In this case we can replace lk + — by — - - and substitute
the / summation by the factors m m

αi — b\,r\ modm ' ' ' ̂ αn — &M,rnmodm v"~ ̂ /

These are precisely the matrix elements of

Sm-rι(x) (x)Sm-'\ (B-3)

After substituting

" 2m '

we can perform the Gaussian ^-integrations and get the factors

(2m)M/2 Λ

Here the factors

- — rt+A (B-4)

constitute the (diagonal) matrix elements of

Trn+ί®- ®Tr2n, (B-5)

and the theorem is proved.

Proof of Proposition 5.2. We calculate

βWβW = - m2φm(r)φm(s) Π exp ( - ^(rιrl+n + sA+n)

Because of

TS = q->ST, €-»

this is equal to

( 9 τrί w »• ί -!-_zπι r,r,+n +

m / = ι 2
.^2w-(rι+sι)^rM + 1+sn + 1 g) ... (

Since qm = 1 and 5m = 1 this equals

Hence

π "
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Proof of Theorem 5.2. (i) Since pmFr = β<m) and by using Eq. (5-25), it suffices to
show that the m2 matrices SkTl generate all complex m x m-matrices. Indeed, take

m— 1 m— 1

an arbitrary polynomial Σ ααΓΛ. It is a diagonal matrix with £ aaq
ba as the bih

α=0 α=0

diagonal element. Now the matrix (qba)a b = 0, „- 1 is non-singular (its determinant
n-l

is a Vandermonde determinant). Hence the linear equation £ aaq
ba = δb feo is

α = 0

solvable for all O f g b 0 < w and we get all diagonal matrices EbobQ. But since
SkEbobo = Ebo_ktbo (where the indices should always be reduced modm) we can
thereby generate all m x m-matrices. Now, taking antihermitian or hermitian part
of pmf is equivalent to taking real or imaginary part of /. Hence, for real /, pm is
surjective on u(mn).

(ii) We need the following little lemma

Lemma B.2.

where εm(r, s) takes values + 1 or — 1 and is equal to 1 for r = s.

Proof of the Lemma. Since

Tr(Λ 1® <8>4J = TrX 1 TrΛ I I,

it suffices to calculate Tr SkTl. Now Sm = 1 = Tm and clearly Tr SkTl = 0 for
because then SkTl has zeros on the diagonal. If m\k then Sk = 1 and

mj/c
= 1 and

if m | /

^T = 0, if mil

Hence

Tr <?kτl = <
\α if (fe, 1)^(0,0) mod mZ2.

Now

~^i+n) φm(r)φm(5)

k = l

Since S and Γ are unitary matrices we get the result using the cyclic property of
the trace.

In particular, we get the formula

IIQfML = <Pm(r). (B-6)

Now we take an arbitrary /e^(T2") and expand it in a Fourier series

/= Σ ^FΓ (B-7)
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we have

\\pmf\\2

m = Σ ^rβr"1

= Σ \λ,\2φm(r)2

reZ2"

(B-8)

In the limit m -> oo we may take the limit inside the sum because it converges
uniformly. Since

lim φm(r) = 1, lim λr + mk = 0, (k * 0), lim φm(r + mk) = 0
m-*oo m~*oo m-*oo

by Eq. (5.29), respectively the pointwise convergency of the Fourier series (B-7) we
get

lim \\pmf\\m =
m-*oo

On the other hand, since the Fourier modes are orthogonal

we get the result (5-35). In particular, since /*/ is a nonnegative function, the zero
sequence criterion is an obvious consequence.

(iii) Taking / = Fr, g = Fs we get the equation

By (5-27) and Prop. 5.2 this is equal to

= 2π
φm(r + s) π

(see (B-6)). Now, because

m
φm(r + s)

= r x s and lim φm(t) = 1,
..
lim — —
ε-» oo £

the result follows for the Fourier modes and extends to all functions in 0>(T2n)
by linearity and Fourier expansion.

Sketch of the proof of the sw(w")-approximation for Ham T2n\ The commutator
relations (the analog of Prop. 5.2) are valid because the multiples of the identity
vanishes on the left-hand side of (5-31) whereas the sin-factor on the right-hand
side equals zero for (r + s)ew Z2". In the analog of Lemma B.2 the factor εm(r,s)
is to be replaced by
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Here δa^bmodm denotes the obvious generalization of the Kronecker δ for a,beZ2n

On the right-hand side of Eq. (B-6) an additional factor of ^/l — <50,rmodm appears.
Finally Eq. (B-8) is modified by the factor l-<50,rmodm *n the first sum and by replacing

in the second sum. Hence, in the limit m -> oo the second sum vanishes by the same
argument as used above. The first sum may be broken up into a sum up to
r = (m, . . . , m) and a remaining summand. This shows that in the limit m -> oo this
will also converge to
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